Part# WI-HP-SOFTFLO

This little European-style softener is sleek & compact, yet effective! A traditional self regenerating water softener that provides gentle water at every point of use in the home.

Dimensions: Height: 25.5”
  Width: 13”
  Depth: 23”
Rough In Dimension: 25.5”
FLOW RATE: 11 GPM
MEDIA: 1/2 cubic ft, resin
CONNECTION*: High flow bypass with connections to 1.25”
VALVE: Electronic
CAPACITY: 12000 grain
SALT CAPACITY: 225 lbs. (approx 4 bags)

- Unique Euro design cabinet
- Space saving footprint
- Integral side handles allow easy installation and positioning
- Structural resin tank
- High capacity purolite resin
- Direct access to electronic functions with integrated face plate
- Blow-molded cabinet with injection-molded cover and salt lid
- Molded features at top and bottom of cabinet hold mineral tank in place
- Safety Brine Valve
- Large salt opening with easily detached snap-fit lid
- Salt capacity = approx 225 lbs. with a 10” x 16” tank and brine well installed
- Brine compartment and valve are easily accessible under removable cover
- Foam baffle protects electronic controls from brine vapors

* Optional installation connections are available

Helpful water softener facts:
For the salt tank, you can use sodium chloride or potassium chloride, but the two cannot be mixed. Softened water cannot be used for watering gardens, landscaping, or for irrigation.

The installation of a reverse osmosis drinking water system is recommended for persons with heart disease, hypertension, high blood pressure or a low sodium diet.
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